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2021 CAMPAIGN STYLE GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 2021 MAKO® Boats Campaign Style Guide, where you’ll find all the information
you need to properly speak to our current and potential boat owners. In this guide, we’ll outline
our campaign strategy for the 2021 model year, including the correct copy voice, colors and
photography style to use as you advertise our boats.
We ask that you—our associates, dealers and strategic partners—follow these simple guidelines
in all your advertising efforts this year. By doing so, you’ll help us create and maintain a cohesive
marketing campaign that is easily recognizable and aligns with the MAKO Boats brand essence.

Meet MAKO

MAKO Boats is a member of Bass Pro Group and White River Marine Group™, the world’s largest
boat builder by volume. Conquer the seas with MAKO, a rugged, comfortable and secure fleet of
boats built to master the world of saltwater fishing. Like the formidable mako shark, MAKO boats
are bold, aggressive, sleek and smartly-designed hunters; yet they also have the creature comforts
to satisfy anyone in the family.

WRMG Mission

White River Marine Group manufactures and distributes quality boats, offering excellent
performance, innovation and value, and provides world-class service so everyone can experience
the joy of fishing and boating.

Logo Usage

The MAKO Boats logo is a key element in every advertisement. Make sure it is placed in a
prominent position, as outlined in the Brand Identity Guide, found here.
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STRATEGY ELEMENTS
The Strategy Elements are non-consumer facing ideas that summarize what MAKO® is all about.
These ensure that all marketing materials work together to strengthen and sustain the brand.

Brand Tagline

This is the heart of MAKO and encapsulates the core culture of the brand. It’s the inspiration and
starting point for all visuals and copy during the 2021 MAKO campaign.

Emotional Benefit

This speaks to what the MAKO brand and its boats provide emotionally. This is reflected in
the tone, imagery and language we use when talking about the brand and how we hope the
consumer feels when they encounter a MAKO boat.

Functional Benefit

This speaks to what MAKO boats and their features offer functionally. This is reflected in the tone,
imagery and language we use when talking about features and technical aspects. Refer to this
Benefit to understand how copy and design should speak to the boat’s core functionality, e.g.,
power, versatility and style.

Music Style

This is the type of music that truly speaks to this brand. It aligns perfectly with the on-screen
visuals/videos to create a completely immersive experience for the viewer.

Brand Essence

By embodying all aspects of the Strategy, the Brand Essence brings it to life by highlighting the
tone of the campaign.
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STRATEGY OVERVIEW
Brand Tagline

Strength of Legend. Spirit of Adventure.

Emotional Benefit

The power and confidence to handle the ultimate fishing trip
or family adventure

Functional Benefit

Powerful, comfortable and overbuilt
for your peace of mind

Music Style

Offshore: Grand orchestral, hard rock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXFSK0ogeg4
Inshore: Up-tempo easy-listening rock, rhythmic music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjofshOBV5s

Brand Essence

Behind the barrier islands, lurking in the shadows of the mangrove roots, a sleek hunter is poised to strike. And beyond the
horizon, under the rolling waves and the slate gray sky, a world record cruises the pelagic layers. These are the trophies in
your sights, waiting to turn a great day into an unforgettable one.
To battle them, you’ll need a boat with saltwater in its veins. An overbuilt, chop-taming explorer with a history of smooth,
powerful reliability. A secure and rugged craft that you trust with your crew’s and your family’s safety. A synthesis of stateof-the-art technology and modern creature comforts. You’ll need a MAKO®. For more than half a century, from the salt flats
to the Gulf Stream, these boats have been loved by their owners and feared by their prey.

MAKO. Strength of Legend. Spirit of Adventure.
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MOOD BOARD
The purpose of the mood board is to set the stage for the overall look and feel of the MAKO®
brand. It serves as a visual compass that provides us with creative inspiration. It is for internal
use only and not meant for customer-facing use or display.

STRENGTH OF LEGEND

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

FROM GULF STREAM TO GRASS FLATS
From an agile 15 foot skiff to a magnificent 41 foot offshore explorer,
there’s a boat for everyone in the MAKO® fleet. So whether your game
is stalking reds in shallow, chasing sailfish offshore, or just cruising
the coast with family and friends, MAKO can take you there.
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FONTS & COLORS
Fonts

Headline:

Steelfish Extra Bold Italic
Sub-Headline:

Steelfish Book Italic
Body Copy:

Gotham Book
Gotham Bold
Colors
C 98

M 69

Y 35

R 0

G 78

B 113

K 18

PMS 3025 C
M 13

Y 90

R 148

G 174

B 72

K 5

PMS 383 CP
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M 0

Y 0

G 0

B 0

K 100

PMS Black C

C 44

C 60

M9

Y 12

R 90

G 185

B 212

PMS 311 C

C 0
R 0

K0

C 0

M 0

Y 0

R 255

G 255

B 255

K 0

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Blue Transparency

This container is a semi-transparent, multiplied
MAKO® blue background element. It should be
used to contain a headline in front of the hero
image when necessary.

Colored Borders

STRENGTH OF LEGEND

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

These colored lines provide a break between
the hero image and the containers that hold
copy. They should mimic the curve of the
shape they border on.

Faded Blue Water Texture

MAKO pieces with substantial body copy
should have white space for the copy,
normally located at the bottom or on the
sides of the hero image. This white space
should have a faded blue water texture in the
background that doesn’t interfere with the
readability of the copy.

FROM GULF STREAM TO GRASS FLATS
From an agile 15 foot skiff to a magnificent 41 foot offshore explorer,
there’s a boat for everyone in the MAKO® fleet. So whether your
game is stalking reds in shallow, chasing sailfish offshore, or just
cruising the coast with family and friends, MAKO can take you there.
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PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE
MAKO® photography should highlight strong and safe vessels that
offer a thrilling and memorable time on the water. Talent should
generally be smiling and happy, but serious and determined when
in rougher or faster offshore conditions. Interaction between
talent is a must.
The U.S. market has a wide variety of ethnic diversity with a
dynamic growth pattern among ethnic groups. As a brand that
strives to attract those from all ethnic backgrounds, we must
acknowledge our understanding of diversity and reflect this in
our imagery selections for creative executions.

MAKO PHOTOGRAPHY
SHOULD SHOW
SHOULDN’T SHOW
Action
Discomfort
Adventure
Boredom
Confidence
Danger
Rough, Open Water
Sadness
Safe Boating
Thrill of the Catch
Camaraderie

Example 1

Example 2
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COPY STYLE
MAKO® is confident, large in scale, and aggressive. It speaks of controlling the elements, mastering
the skills needed to thrive and survive on the ocean, and create legendary tales of bravery and
conquest that will be remembered forever. Headlines are epic and fluff-free. Copy supports the
headline while offering specific feature and performance details. Social copy is shorter, more casual,
and conversational.

Print Headline Examples:

LEGENDARY FISHING FOR HALF A CENTURY
BUILT FOR ADVENTURE FROM COAST TO HORIZON
FORGED IN SALT TO COMMAND THE OCEAN
YOU’LL FIND THEM WHERE THE FISH ARE

Print Copy Example:

The MAKO 284 CC is a perfect predator, whether you’re
hunting marlin in the Gulf Stream or mahi in the kelp
paddies. Powered by up to 700 horses, it’s got the
range to get you out farther and keep you out longer.
It’s well-equipped to fish, with 290-qt. fishboxes, an
outrigger-ready fiberglass hardtop and a full-featured
baitstation. And it’s backed by MAKO Assurance
5+Life—the best factory warranty in the business.

MAKO COPY
IS
Confident
Powerful
Authentic
Legendary
Knowledgeable
Exciting
Enduring
Passionate
Adventurous
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ISN’T
Cheery
Mean
Fake
Old Fashioned
Condescending
Gentle
Lighthearted
Uninformed
Boring

Social Voice:
TAKE IT TO THE HORIZON
HOOKED UP IN KEY WEST
MAKO boats just get finer with time. Show us a pic of
your tried-and-true heading into the big blue!

PRINT EXAMPLES
Brochure Spreads

Ad

I-Banner
HEADLINE

GOES HERE

BLUEWATER FAMILY
EDITION SHOWN

IN THIS SPACE

OUR FLAGSHIP OFFSHORE

414 CC

SPORTFISHER

Brochure concept - intro spread

FROM THE GULF SHORES TO GRASS FLATS
From an agile 15 foot skiff to a magnificent 41 foot offshore
explorer, there’s a boat for everyone in the MAKO® fleet.
So whether your game is stalking reds in shallow, chasing
sailfish offshore, or just cruising the coast with family and
friends, MAKO can take you there.
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makoboats
wearemakoboats
makoboats.com

DIGITAL EXAMPLES
Product Video

Display Ads
FIND YOURS NOW u

2021

<Dealer Info>

INSHORE BOATS

Instagram Post

FIND YOURS NOW u

Facebook Post

ROCKET LAUNCHER ROD HOLDERS
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<Dealer Info>

RESOURCES
Randall Georges
Sr. Art Director
regeorges@basspro.com
(417) 873-5903
Chris Wilson
Creative Manager
crwilson@basspro.com
(417) 873-4545
WRMGCreative.com
View and download high-resolution
images, logos, and Identity and Campaign
Style Guides.
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